crafting character

No matter the style, farmhouses capture that beloved quality
of feeling like home. Take cues from timeless designs and update with
contemporary elements for the perfect modern farmhouse mix.

Simple
Charm

Play off of typical barndoor style with decorative
shutters. Board-and-Batten
Z-Bar Shutter in White;
Atlantic Premium Shutters,
atlanticpremiumshutters.com

Install a fixture with filament
bulbs to give newly built
homes a hint of history. Cape
Cod Ceiling Mount Light
in Aged Zinc, Hinkley,
hinkleylighting.com

Writer: MALLORY ABREU

All-American This house boasts board-and-batten siding,

a covered porch, and a layering of classic pitched roofs. Shutters
mimicking the window silhouettes and a playful mix of siding
push the exterior from being simply utilitarian to feeling distinctly
farmhouse in style.

No farmhouse is complete
without a place to enjoy
morning tea. Add charm to
a front porch with furniture
in an unstained finish.
Boston Loft Furnishings
Samson Glider Bench in
Unstained Teak, through
TheMine.com

Linear
Equation

“The design echoes the surrounding
architecture: We’re right by Amish farmhouse
country, so we decided to use simple,
traditional materials in slightly different ways.”

Board-and-batten siding
is arranged vertically to
contrast the horizontal lap
siding. HardieTrim Batten
Board with a Rustic Grain
finish in Light Mist, James
Hardie, jameshardie.com

PRODUCT PICK

A statement chimney in a traditional
brick adds warm layers and character.
RomaBrick in Bracciano, Eldorado Stone,
eldoradostone.com

—homeowner and designer Shea Soucie
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Mix-and-Match Farmhouse

style means being both sophisticated and
frugal. This home’s modern layering of
economical materials such as concrete,
corrugated metals, cedar shingles, and fibercement siding creates a dynamic exterior that
reflects the whimsical spirit of its owners.

“It still has the pitched
roof and gables of a
farmhouse, but it’s more
playful in those details.”
—designer Linda Stoner

Welcome
Home

Clear seeded glass and wiry
framing around this antique
bulb shape give a front
door rustic glow. Hanford
Collection in Anvil Iron,
Kichler, kichler.com

BudgetFriendly
Textural metal wall paneling
is installed so the channels run
perpendicular to the ground, to easily
guide rainwater off the exterior.
Belvedere 7.2-inch Rib in Silversmith,
ATAS International, Inc., atas.com
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Exposed wood adds a touch
of warmth against more
modern materials. Red
cedar shakes available
through Direct Cedar
and Roofing Supplies,
directcedarsupplies.com

PRODUCT PICK

This roof paneling
includes an integral
lock and seam, so
seam caps do not
need to be installed
separately.
Dutch Seam metal
roof panel in Mission
Red, Accel Roofing,
accelroofing.com

Quaint clerestory windows
play with scale and add
architectural interest to the
home’s facade. A-Series
Picture Window with
2-inch brick mold, in White
and Red Rock, Andersen
Windows and Doors,
andersenwindows.com
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Fixer-Upper Simplicity and warm

“This style of farmhouse
is extraordinarily
common, but it’s not
something you quickly
pick up on because
of the new prestained
lap siding, fenestrations,
and exterior palette.”

colors define this cleaned-up 1905 farmhouse.
Thick white trim and a soft color palette of
grays and browns invite visitors to lounge on
the front porch and take in the floral scenery.

—homeowner and designer
John “Nick” Nichols

Inviting
Attitude

A half-view two-panel
door gives the front porch
charm with its playful grilles
and natural wood finish.
Authentic Wood Glass
Panel Exterior Door in
Douglas Fir, Jeld-Wen,
jeld-wen.com

PRODUCT PICK

Easily adjust front porch lights
for that soft, country glow with
this wireless dimmer.
Caseta Wireless Smart Lighting Kit,
Lutron, lutron.com
Try a warm gray tone
such as Little Falls for
exterior paint to bring out
your siding’s texture and
modernize your architecture.
Regal Select Exterior
High Build Paint in Soft
Gloss, Benjamin Moore,
benjaminmoore.com
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Barn
Redux

Supplement a farmhouse
aesthetic with traditional
four-lite barn windows—
but choose a version
with modern durability.
Traditional Series Barn
Sash Window in PVC
White, Northview
Window & Door,
northviewwindows.net

For a modern play on
gooseneck lights, use fixtures
that pop with color. Wheeler
Sky Chief Wall Sconce in
Yellow Porcelain Enamel,
Barn Light Electric Co.,
barnlightelectric.com
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